Best of the New Titles added to Santa Clara City Library Genealogy Collection

May 2009 – March 2010

Directories

Genealogist’s address book, 6th edition: state and local resources, with special resources including ethnic and religious organizations by Elizabeth Bentley [New Edition! GR 929.373 B47 2009]

How-To Genealogy Books

Courthouse Indexes Illustrated by Christine Rose [GR 929.1 R79 and G circ copy]

Finding Indiana Ancestors: a guide to historical research [GR 929.3772 F49]

Finding your African-American Ancestors: a beginner’s guide by David Thakery [GR 929.1 T36 and G circulating copy]

Finding your Irish Ancestors: a beginner’s guide by David S. Ouimette [GR 929.1 Ou93]

Finding your Italian Ancestors: a beginner’s guide by Suzanne Russo Adams [G 929.1 A21, added this circulating copy]

Finding your Mexican Ancestors: a beginner’s guide by George and Peggy Ryskamp [GR 929.1 R99 and G circulating copy]

Genealogical writing in the 21st Century: a guide to register style and more by Henry Hoff [GR 929.1 G325]

Guidelines for Authors of Compiled Genealogies by Thomas Kozachek [GR 929.1 K88]

Oxford Companion to Family and Local History edited by David Hey [GR 929.1 Ox98]

Tracing your Irish History [GR 929.1 A23 and G circulating copy]

Barbados

Barbados-American connection by May Lumaden [GR 929.372981 L95]

Belgium

Flemish DNA & Ancestry [GR 929.2 D28]

Searching for Flemish (Belgian) Ancestors [GR 929.3493 G59]
Canada

Erin’s Sons: Irish arrivals in Atlantic Canada, vol. II, 1761-1853 by Terrence M. Punch [GR 929.3715 P98]

Erin’s Sons: Irish arrivals in Atlantic Canada, vol. III [GR 929.3715 P98]

Extracts from Newspapers of the Eastern Townships (Quebec) 1823-1849 compiled by Diana Hibbert Bailey [GS 929.3714 B15]

Europe (Germany)

Map Guide to German Parish Registers, volumes 21 – 26 [GR 929.343 H24]

United States (California)

Portuguese Pioneers of the Sacramento Area, 2nd edition by Lionel Holmes [GR 979.454 H75]

United State (Georgia)

Jackson County, Georgia Early Court Records 1796-1831 transcribed by Faye Stone Poss [GR 929.3758 P85]

United States (Maryland)

History of Frederick County, Maryland by T. J. C. Williams, 2 volumes [GR 975.287 W72]

United States (Massachusetts)

Vital records of Southeastern Massachusetts (3 volumes) by Col. Leonard Smith, Jr. [GR 929.3744 V83]

United States (New England)

Genealogical notes, or contributions to the family history of some of the first settlers of Connecticut and Massachusetts by Nathaniel Goodwin [GR 929.374 G65 & G circulating copy]

Great Migrations: Immigrants to New England 1634-1635, Volume VI, R-S [GR 929.374 A54]

United States (New Hampshire)

Genealogical and family history of the State of New Hampshire: a record of the achievements of her people in the making of a commonwealth and the founding of a nation, compiled under the editorial supervision of Ezra Stearns, 4 volumes [GR 929.3742 S79]
United States (Ohio)

Guide to Carroll County, Ohio Birth Records, 1867-1908: Births abstracted from the original probate volumes [GS 929.3771 S26]

Illustrated Historical Atlas of Carroll County, Ohio from recent and actual surveys and records [GS 912.771 H25]

United States (Pennsylvania)

Bucks County Pennsylvania Deed Records 1684-1763 by John David Davis [GS 929.3748 D262]

Bucks County Pennsylvania Miscellaneous Deed Dockets 1785-1857 by Thomas G. Myers [GS 929.3748 M996]

History of Bedford, Somerset and Fulton Counties, Pennsylvania, with Illustrations and Biographical Sketches of Some of Its Pioneers and Prominent Men [GR 974.8 H67]

California Locked Case

100 Years of Devotion to the Holy Spirit and of Community Service, Sociedad do Espirito Santo, Santa Clara, California, 1896-1996 [979.473 S67 Case]

Celebrating the Journey: 150 Years of Fresno County and Beyond [979.482 F88 Case]

City of Souls: San Francisco’s Necropolis at Colma by Michael Svanevik [979.469 S96 Case]

First Ladies of California by Lynn Cook [979.4 C771] Case

Immigration at the Golden Gate: Passenger Ships, Exclusion, and Angel Island by Robert Barde [304.873 B24 Case]

Pioneer Men in Santa Clara County Before 1849 by Mary Lou Lyon [979.473 L99 Case]

Raking the Ashes: Genealogical Strategies for pre-1906 San Francisco Research [929.1 P48 Case plus a G circulating copy]

Signposts Revisited: A Collection of Streets and Roads Where We Live, Santa Clara County by Patricia Loomis [979.474 L86 Case]

Some California Poppies & Even a few Mommies with a History of Upper California during the first hundred years by Dorothy Gittinger Mutnick, 2 volumes [979.463 M99 Case]
Images of America photographic history series added to California Locked Case

French San Francisco [979.461 C43 Case]

Mexicans in San Jose [979.474 R34 Case and circulating copy in main stacks]

Modesto [979.457 B14 Case]

Silicon Valley [979.473 S56 Case and circulating copy in main stacks]